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Visualizing the RNA Molecule in the Bacterially
Expressed Vesicular Stomatitis Virus
Nucleoprotein-RNA Complex
(Thomas et al., 1985). The 11 kb RNA is organized by
1200 copies of nucleoprotein. The entire RNP also
includes 300–500 copies of P protein, and 50 copies
of L protein per virion. But a detailed model of the virion
and the structures of these individual component pro-
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2 Department of Microbiology teins are still lacking. This is probably due to the fact that
the unique structural design renders it less accessible toUniversity of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, Alabama 35294 the high-resolution electron microscopy image recon-
struction method for which the simpler symmetrical vi-
ruses, such as icosahedral and helical viruses, are more
suited (Chiu et al., 1997).Summary
The RNP complexes of the nonsegmented negative-
strand RNA viruses, such as the Rabies virus, MarburgPackaging of the RNA molecule in viruses is important
virus, and Sendai virus, form flexible coiled coils (Mav-for the preservation and expression of viral genomic
rakis et al., 2002) with heterogeneous helical symmetriesinformation. The vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) nu-
(Egelman et al., 1989). This is in contrast to the rigid,cleoproteins are kept associated with its negative-
highly helical ordered, and tightly packed TMV. As re-strand RNA during the mRNA synthesis and replica-
vealed in the atomic structure determined by the powdertion, in contrast to the tobacco mosaic virus whose
diffraction of the aligned rod virus (Namba et al., 1989),nucleoproteins are released from RNA. It has been a
the TMV RNA is nested in a groove in the protein sub-puzzle how the VSV RNA is packaged to meet the
units, and fully encapsidated in the virus structure. Ra-contradicting requirements of protection and the ac-
bies virus belongs to the same Rhabdoviridae family ascessibility to the polymerase. We report an 18 A˚ resolu-
VSV. Its nucleoprotein has 450 amino acids, which istion structure of the recombinant nucleoprotein-RNA
slightly larger than the 422 amino acid N protein fromcomplex determined by single-particle electron mi-
VSV. When this nucleoprotein was expressed in insectcroscopy. In the 3D density map, a ring of density
cells, 9–11 N protein monomers bound to cellular RNA.is resolved on the inner surface and the density is
The recombinant rabies virus N-RNA complex was im-proposed to be the RNA. The RNA is located on the
aged by electron microscopy (Schoehn et al., 2001). Ninner surface of the decameric complex near the top
was shown to be bilobed and had two binding sites withend. This is dramatically different from the RNA pack-
the neighboring N in the complex. However, RNA wasaging in TMV, but consistent with previously published
invisible in the 28 A˚ resolution map. Chemical probingbiochemical findings.
experiments provided the first clue about the RNA struc-
ture (Iseni et al., 2000). The phosphate moieties were
Introduction inaccessible, while the bases were accessible to the
chemical probes. It was thus proposed that the N bound
The negative-strand RNA viruses (NSV) vary widely in to the phosphodiester backbone, exposing the bases
morphology, host interactions, and genome structures. for transcription. The location of the RNA in the complex
However, they share essentially the same mode of rep- remains unknown. In additional to viral replication, RNA-
lication and transcription (Conzelmann, 1998). Non- protein interaction plays important roles in essential cel-
segmented NSV (NNSV) are being actively explored for lular functions from translation (Ban et al., 2000; Moore
biomedical applications, although their unique gene ex- and Steitz, 2003) to RNA processing (Will and Luhrmann,
pression strategy is not well understood at the structural 2001). A comparison of structures of RNA recognition
level. Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) is one of the sim- motif bound to nucleic acid shows that despite detailed
plest members that contain a ribonucleoprotein com- variations, a highly conserved feature is the stacking
plex (RNP)—the template for viral genome replication of conserved bases on aromatic residues (Wang and
and messenger RNA transcription. Tanaka Hall, 2001). Single-particle electron microscopy
VSV belongs to the distinct bullet-shaped Rhabdoviri- has revealed several states of the ribosome representing
dae family that is the most widely distributed in nature different intermediates during the cycle of peptide bond
(see Figure 1) (Wagner and Rose, 1996). Its single- formation (Frank, 2003). Subnanometer resolution struc-
stranded RNA genome encodes five proteins: the viral tures of a uridine-rich small nuclear ribonucleoprotein
membrane envelope glycoprotein G, the matrix protein (UsnRNP) (Stark et al., 2001) and a multiprotein premes-
M, two polymerase subunits P and L, and the nucleopro- senger RNA splicing factor SF3B (Golas et al., 2003)
tein N. The overall structural design of the NSV has been have also been determined with the technique.
worked out (Conzelmann, 1998; Wunner, 1991). A STEM The present work is concerned with the structure,
mass measurement of the VSV virions yielded a total packaging, and localization of the RNA genome inside
mass of 265 MDa, with copy number of each type of the NNSV viruses, because of their unique gene expres-
the proteins close to that from biochemical estimation sion mechanism. Although the in vivo RNP structures
are not suitable for high-resolution electron microscopy
studies, bacterially expressed VSV N protein binds to*Correspondence: hli@bnl.gov
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Figure 1. A Schematic Drawing of the Bullet-
Shaped VSV Virion
The virion is approximately 180 nm long and
75 nm wide. The membrane envelope is cov-
ered by glycoprotein G. In the helical RNP,
genomic RNA is encased by the N protein.
The phosphoprotein P and the large protein
L (polymerase) are also associated with the
RNP. The RNP is linked to viral envelope by
the matrix protein M (Wunner, 1991).
cellular RNA, thus forming the well-defined multimeric ing the N-P-RNA complex at 4C for 8 weeks, followed
by ultracentrifugation at 100,000  g for 30 min. No PN-RNA complex. This provides an ideal model system
protein or P protein proteolytic fragment are detected.for studying the RNA packaging and possible mecha-
Both Figures 2A and 2B use custom-made SDS-10%nism of NNSV gene transcription.
polyacrylamide gels containing an acrylamide-to-bis-We expressed VSV N protein in bacteria and found
crylamide ratio of 75:1, which is about half the amountthat when N protein was coexpressed with P protein,
of bisacrylamide of a normal SDS gel. This modificationhomogeneous decameric N-RNA complex could be ob-
is to avoid the overlap of proteins P and N on a normaltained (Green et al., 2000). The length of the bacterial
SDS gel because of the altered mobility and incompleteRNA inside the complex was determined to be 90 bases.
unfolding of the acidic P protein (Green et al., 2000). ForThere are probably five P proteins associating with the
electron microscopy, the N-RNA complex obtained byN-RNA complex. However the affinity is very weak, and
storage/ultracentrifugation was stained in 2% uranyl ac-P protein could be readily removed from the complex,
etate (pH 4.0) for 1 min. The extreme low pH shouldleaving only the homogeneous decameric N-RNA rings.
cause residual bound P proteins, if any, to dissociateThe complexes were subjected to electron microscopy
from the complex. However, the preformed oligomericimaging and single-particle image analysis. The re-
state, i.e., the number of N proteins associated withsulting map bears similarity to the previously determined
RNA, remains the same. Figure 2C shows a raw imagebilobed shape of the N proteins from Rabies virus. How-
of the N-RNA complexes. The complex is basically diskever, the arrangement of the ten N proteins of the com-
shaped as judged from the image. Various views rangingplex is slightly skewed, contrasting to the previously
from the end on view to the side view are present. Thepublished straight arrangement. More importantly, the
majority of the complexes are of the same length ofRNA is clearly resolved in our map. It is bound at the
16 nm in their longest dimension, indicating a uniforminner surface near the top end of the complex. This is
distribution of the disk diameter, although a few excep-consistent with the result of chemical probing (Iseni et
tions, such as broken disks, and smaller or larger thanal., 2000). The similarity and the fundamental difference
normal disk diameters were also observed.of the RNA arrangement in VSV and TMV are further
A total of 16,000 of such particle images were selecteddiscussed.
from around 230 negative films. These images were re-
corded at two underfocus groups, 1.4 and 0.7 m, re-
Results and Discussion spectively, so that the first contrast transfer function
zero frequency information in the first group was com-
The freshly purified N-P-RNA complex contains ten cop- plemented by the second focus group. However the
ies of nucleoprotein, five copies of phosphoprotein, and accurate focus value was determined and phase correc-
one 90 base RNA molecule with a total mass of 700 tion applied individually for each film. These raw images
kDa (Green et al., 2000). The stoichiomical binding of were subjected to multivariate statistic analysis (Frank,
one P protein to two N proteins is thought to play a key 1996) to examine the symmetry and homogeneity of the
role in forming the homogenous decameric N-P-RNA complexes. The first nontrivial eigen-image from such
complex. The affinity of the P protein for the complex analysis exhibits a dominant 10-fold symmetry. This is
is however very weak. P protein dissociates from the consistent with previously determined decameric ar-
complex either when exposed to acidic pH (4–5) or rangement for the majority of the complexes (Green et
stored over time (Green et al., 2000). Once fallen off, the al., 2000). Spider (Frank et al., 1996) and EMAN (Ludtke
P proteins aggregate and can be removed by ultracen- et al., 1999) were used for single-particle reconstruction.
trifugation. Figure 2A shows an SDS-PAGE of the puri- Unlike nonsymmetrical particles that tilted pairs of im-
fied N-P-RNA complex (lane 2) and the N-RNA complex ages are usually required to generate an initial model,
that is purified by dialyzing the N-P-RNA complex at pH the bacterially expressed VSV N-RNA is highly symmetri-
4.0, followed by gel filtration at pH 7.5. Lanes 3 and 4 cal with an overall disk shape (Green et al., 2000) that
results in two distinct top and side views. EMAN wasin Figure 2B are from N-RNA complex obtained by stor-
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Figure 2. Characterization of the N-RNA Complex
(A) Lane 1, molecular weight standard. Lane 2, purified N-P-RNA complex. Lane 3, N-RNA complex purified by dialysis of the N-P-RNA
complex at pH 4.0, followed by dialysis at pH 7.5, and finally by gel filtration at pH 7.5.
(B) Lane 1, molecular weight standard. Lane 2, cytochrome C (12 kDa) used to ensure that the low molecule weight proteolytic peptide, if it
exists, does not run out of the gel during electrophoresis. Lanes 3 and 4 (sample loading volume in lane 4 is five times more than that in lane
3) are from N-RNA complex obtained by storing N-P-RNA complex over an extended period of time and ultracentrifugation. Numbers to the
left of the gel images indicate the molecular weights of the standards in kilodaltons.
(C) Transmission electron microscopic image of the N-RNA complexes after negative staining in 2% uranyl acetate aqueous solution (pH 4.0).
able to generate an initial model by identifying these to 0.5 at 18 A˚, and cuts through the 3 curve at 13 A˚.
Because of the 10-fold symmetry, the actual sigma valuetwo class averages that correspond to the top and side
views and applying the predetermined 10-fold symme- used that corresponds to 3 value with no symmetry,
is 310 9.5 (van Heel et al., 2000). The differentialtry. Model bias can potentially be a problem in single-
particle reconstruction. However, in our N-RNA complex phase residual (DPR) increases to 90 at 14 A˚ (the ran-
dom phase value is 104). Therefore, the map has acase, the initial model was produced from only two
views, with little structural details. The initial model pro- resolution of at least 18 A˚. The final map was subse-
quently filtered to the determined resolution limit. A sec-vided nothing but a correct symmetry and a disk shape.
Therefore, the final reconstruction is less likely to be ond independent reconstruction from N-RNA complex,
purified from N-P-RNA complex by dialysis at pH 4.0biased by the initial model. This strategy was also suc-
cessfully applied to determine the GroEL structure at and gel filtration (Green et al., 2000), yielded the same
structure.11.5 A˚ resolution (Ludtke et al., 2001). The models were
subjected to several iterations of refinement. About a VSV N-RNA complex is a barrel-shaped object, with
its largest diameter of 16 nm and a height of 8 nm. Wethird of the total particles were rejected during alignment
based on their relatively weak correlation with the model refer to the smaller end with a small opening (6 nm in
diameter) as the top end, and the larger end with aprojections. These removed particles might be broken,
distorted during EM grid preparation, or less likely, how- bigger opening (7.5 nm in diameter) as the bottom end.
Each N protein interacts with its two neighbors at bothever possible, of symmetries other than 10-fold. Refine-
ments in Spider and EMAN based on the initial model ends in the decameric complex. The interaction at the
top end is significantly more extensive than at the bot-converged to the same stable solution, testifying to the
homogeneity of the particles and the robustness of the tom end. This is evident in Figure 4A. The overall archi-
tecture is similar to the N-RNA complex of the Rabiesrefinement algorithm employed in the image-processing
packages. virus (Schoehn et al., 2001). The N protein is an elon-
gated and bilobed structure, like a cashew. The lengthThe map was reconstructed by weighted back projec-
tion. Figure 3A is a comparison of a selected 5 from of the N protein is 10 nm, about three times its 3 nm
width. The dimensions of the N protein are consistentthe total of 50 class averages with the corresponding
reprojections and views of the initial model at 25 A˚ reso- with the STEM estimation (Thomas et al., 1985) and
similar to the Rabies N protein (Schoehn et al., 2001). Alution reconstructed from particles recorded at 1.4 m
underfocus. Figure 3B is a histogram of the particle sequence comparison of the VSV and Rabies N proteins
by the Clustal X software package (Thompson et al.,numbers in each of the 50 orientations of the final data
set. Although the number of the end-on views is more 1997), as shown in Figure 5, reveals that these two struc-
tures are 21% identical and 63% homologous, pre-than that of the side views, all orientations are statisti-
cally significantly presented. This demonstrates that the dicting very similar structures. Three segments are of
relatively low similarity. They might correspond to thedata represent an even sampling of the different views
of the 3D object. The resolution was estimated by the areas in the structure that are not involved in protein-
protein and protein-RNA interactions. Aside from theFourier shell correlation method of two maps con-
structed separately from two halves of the total data overall similar shapes, one noted difference is that there
is a prominent twist at the lower part along the lengthset. As shown in Figure 3C, the correlation curve drops
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Figure 4. Z Sections of the 3D Map of the N-RNA Complex
(A) Gray-level display of Z sections of the 3D map from the top to
the bottom end.
(B) Contour plots of the enlarged sections 13 and 14 in (A), showing
the well-resolved inner ring density which is colored green.
corresponding to section number 13 and 14 in the gray-
level image (Figure 4A) are displayed in contour plot
with the inner rings colored green in Figure 4B. This
density is also highly visible in Figure 6 (see below).
The inner ring is about 2 nm in thickness and 10 nm in
diameter. It is positioned about 3 nm from the top and
6 nm from the bottom of the complex. Based on its
continuity and its separated location from the relatively
smooth N protein density, and on the fact that there are
only two types of molecules in the complex, N proteinFigure 3. Image Processing and Data Statistics
and RNA, the inner ring density can be naturally attrib-(A) Five class averages (the first row) and the corresponding repro-
uted to the RNA molecule. This assignment is consistentjections (the second row) and views (the third row) of an initial model
with the chemical probing result suggesting at leastat 25 A˚ resolution reconstructed from particle images recorded at an
underfocus value of 1.4 m. The model is rotated counterclockwise partial solvent exposure of the RNA (Iseni et al., 2000).
22.5 around the horizontal axis sequentially from left to right with We note that the RNA molecule density in the map is
the first being the bottom end-on view and the fifth the side view. considerably weaker than that of the protein, since the
(B) A plot of the numbers of the particles (N) distributed in each of
RNA is single stranded in the complex. However, thethe 50 orientations defined by (,φ) that evenly samples the asym-
heterogeneity in RNA structure due to its unspecificmetrical angular space by 6 interval. The φ ranges from 0 to 90,
binding to N protein and incomplete occupancy mightand the  from 0 to 36 because of the 10-fold symmetry.
(C) Fourier shell correlation (FSC) analysis of two maps calculated also have caused the weak density.
from two halves of the final data set. These curves suggest a resolu- The RNA molecule was not observed in the previously
tion of at least 18 A˚ for the final map. published Rabies N-RNA complex structure (Schoehn
et al., 2001). Because of the overall similarity between
these two N-RNA complexes and the similar shapes ofof the VSV N protein. This twist is best viewed in Figure
6G (see below). The twist results in a skewed arrange- the N proteins, we think this difference should not sug-
gest a difference in RNA molecule packaging in thement of the VSV N proteins in the complex, instead of
the nearly perpendicular to the base plane arrangement Rabies virus. A likely explanation is that the relatively
lower resolution (2.8 nm) in the previous map (possiblyas found in the Rabies virus N-RNA complex (Schoehn
et al., 2001). due to the heterogeneity of the complex preparation,
ranging from 9- to 11-mers) was not enough to resolveRemarkably, a ring-like density located inside the
complex near the top end is resolved in our 18 A˚ resolu- the 2 nm width RNA density feature. A second possible
cause might be the sample preparation methods. In ourtion map. As shown in a Z section gray-level display of
the map (Figure 4A), this density feature starts to appear work, the N-RNA complexes were stained with uranyl
acetate. It is well known that the uranyl salt stabilizesat section number 6 and ends at section number 15. To
better visualize the feature, two consecutive Z sections the nucleic acid material, in addition to providing the
Visualizing RNA in VSV Nucleoprotein-RNA Complex
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Figure 5. Sequence Alignment of the VSV and Rabies Virus N Proteins
The first and the second rows are from the VSV (Indiana strain, 422 amino acids, GenBank accession number AAN16990) and the Rabies (450
amino acids, accession number AAK44200) N protein sequences, respectively. Residues fully conserved are labeled on the top with (*), strongly
conserved (:), and weakly conserved (.).
molecular contrast (Gautier, 1976; Hayat, 1975; Stockert Although the RNA molecule in TMV is also positioned
close to the inner surface of the helical cylinder, bearingand Pelling, 1992). This is because the heavy cation has
higher affinity for the negatively charged nucleic acid some similarity to the VSV RNA localization, the RNA
binding in VSV observed here is markedly different frommoieties, providing higher contrasting power than heavy
anions such as tungstate used in the previous studies that of TMV (Namba et al., 1989). They are different in
two significant ways: (1) in TMV, the entire RNA molecule(Green et al., 2000; Schoehn et al., 2001). Negative stain
causes flattening of the biological particles (Frank et is enclosed in its coat protein, whereas in the VSV de-
camer the RNA molecule may be exposed to solvent atal., 1996), mostly in the direction perpendicular to the
carbon film. This especially presents a problem for two- the inner surface, with only one side attached to the coat
proteins. (2) The contact surface between the wedge-dimensional crystals or single particles with strong pref-
erential orientation, since the protein molecules are flat- shaped coat proteins in TMV is extensive, forming very
strong interactions by a combination of electrostatic,tened always in the same direction. However, for the
randomly oriented particles, such as N-RNA, this is less hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic forces throughout
the length of the coat protein (Namba et al., 1989). Inof a problem, since the flattening effect is canceled
out by averaging over a large number of particles with VSV, it appears that the strong contact between the
N proteins is limited to one end of the protein. Thesevarious views. We did not observe appreciable shrink-
age in our N-RNA complex reconstruction. Small shrink- differences readily explain the drastically different mor-
phologies of the two types of virus RNA packaging.age, if present, might slightly affect the dimensions of
the complex, but not the structural features observed The TMV coat protein must serve a dual function—RNA
organization so as to avoid its tangling and aggregation,in the map.
In our map, both interactions between the neighboring and extreme protection of the genetic information since,
unlike VSV, TMV does not have a lipid envelope to aidN proteins and between N protein and RNA play impor-
tant roles in the formation of the complex. As shown in in protecting the RNA in the harsh extracellular environ-
ment. VSV can afford the partially exposed RNA mole-Figures 4A and 6A, N proteins interact extensively at
the top end, forming a scaffold to which the RNA can cule since the N protein is only required to package/
organize the RNA. The viral M protein-formed matrix andbind. However, at the positions where RNA binds to the
N proteins, there is little interaction between N proteins the G protein-populated membrane envelope provide
additional protection of the RNA molecule. Another(Figures 6B, 6D, and 6G, and see also Figure 4B). The
flexibility of the native RNP coiled coil might be caused functional difference between TMV and VSV is observed
during the processes of replication. During this process,by three factors. First, most of the N protein-N protein
interaction occurs at one side of the coil which corre- TMV RNA is dissociated from the coat protein and the
naked RNA alone serves as the viral template for replica-sponds to the top end in N-RNA complex, with much less
interaction at the other end; second, the RNA appears to tion. In contrast, the VSV nucleocapsid protein-com-
plexed genomic RNA serves as the functional templatebe only associated closely with, instead of enclosed by,
the N protein at the inner surface of the coil; and third, for replication and RNA alone is not a template for RNA
transcription or replication.the association site is also located at the upper half of
the structure where N proteins strongly interact. The total length of the RNA ring is about 30 nm. If the
Structure
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Figure 6. Surface Rendering Display of the N-RNA Complex Map
The complex is rotated 36 around the vertical axis sequentially from (A) to (F) with (A) being the top end on view and (F) the bottom end on
view. (G) displays a side view with the front half of the density removed. (H) is an enlarged view of (F). Both (G) and (H) use a simpler color
scheme to emphasize the ring-like density feature (ascribed as the single-stranded RNA molecule), indicated by two arrows. In (A)–(F), the
outer surface is displayed in the transparent yellow mesh and the inner surface in solid that is colored with a gradient hue according to the
distance from central red to the golden yellow toward outside. The two display levels are set such that the surface enclosed volumes
correspond to 100% and 80% of the expected mass of 556 kDa including ten copies of N protein and one 90 base RNA molecule. Figure
was produced with DINO (http://www.dino3d.org).
90 base nucleic acid takes a linear extended form, it cumference of the RNA is 30 nm, about 60% of its linear
extended form. (2) The ring density is stronger at thewould span a length of about 50 nm. Apparently the
RNA is at least partially folded. Indeed, the ring density base of N proteins than at the linker regions. It is known
that small ribonucleases cannot hydrolyze phospho-above the base of N, as indicated by the black arrows
in Figures 6G and 6H, is significantly stronger than the diester bonds of the RNA in the RNP (Blumberg et al.,
1981, 1984); furthermore, the Watson-Crick bases, butring density between N proteins, indicated by green
arrows. The resolution of our map does not allow for not the sugar moieties, are accessible to the chemical
probes (Iseni et al., 2000). Therefore, we can reasonablyfitting the single-stranded RNA molecule into the den-
sity. However, we propose a model for RNA packing, conclude that the RNA interacts with N proteins through
its charged phosphodiester backbone, leaving its basesas shown in Figure 7, that the single-stranded RNA mole-
cule forms loop structures at the base of N proteins. exposed for ready transcription. An added advantage
of this design, as in this case, is that the RNA-organizingThis model accounts for two observations: (1) the cir-
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susceptible to ribonuclease digestion (Baudin et al.,
1994; Duesberg, 1969; Pons et al., 1969). The second
difference is the amount of RNA associated with mono-
meric nucleoprotein. VSV N protein binds approximately
9 nucleotides per monomer (Green et al., 2000; Thomas
et al., 1985) while influenza nucleoprotein binds 24 nu-
cleotides (Compans et al., 1972; Ortega et al., 2000).
The similarities in structure between the two virus nu-
cleoproteins could suggest similar modes of binding
to RNA; however, these two differences could suggest
otherwise.
Higher resolution structures of the N-RNA and the
N-P-RNA complexes are needed to fully elucidate the
RNA organization, and to provide further insight into its
unique transcription mechanism. In this regard, diffract-
ing quality three-dimensional crystals of the complex
have been obtained in one of our labs, because of the
highly homogeneous oligomeric state of the complex.
Experimental Procedures
Figure 7. A Model for the Packing of the Single-Stranded RNA Mole- Protein Expression and Purification
cule inside the N-RNA Complex The expression and purification of the VSV N and P protein-RNA
The view of the drawing corresponds to Figure 6H, looking into the complex follows the protocols described (Green et al., 2000). Briefly,
complex from the bottom end. the plasmid pET-N/P contains two gene inserts encoding the N and
P proteins, respectively. The P gene is in-frame with an N-terminal
10 histidine tag. The plasmid was transformed into E. coli strain
BL21 (DE3). E. coli was grown at 37C in LB broth (EM Science) inN proteins can still associate with RNA while the nega-
the presence of ampicillin until A600 of 0.5 was achieved. Expressiontive-sense RNA is transcribed into free messenger RNA.
of the N and P proteins was then induced at 30C with the addition
Since the RNA is protected from attack by small mo- of isopropyl--D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG; final concentration,
lecular RNases (Blumberg et al., 1981, 1984), it has been 1 mM) for 5 hr. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended
assumed that the RNA is encapsidated in the N proteins. in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.9) containing 500 mM NaCl, sonicated,
and centrifuged at 15,000  g for 30 min. Soluble His-tagged N/PThus, models were proposed that required either a
protein-RNA complexes were first purified by Ni affinity chromatog-structural transition to expose the RNA or local N protein
raphy and pooled. These preparations were chromatographed ondisplacement during transcription (Kolakofsky et al.,
a Sephacryl S-300 gel filtration column in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5)
1998; Murphy and Parks, 1997). From our structure and containing 300 mM NaCl. Only complexes in the fractions corre-
the proposed binding mode of RNA, it does not appear sponding to a molecular size of approximately 669 kDa were col-
to require extensive changes. In fact, the higher tran- lected. The N-RNA complex was obtained by two methods. (1) The
N-P-RNA complex was stored at 4C for 8 weeks, then frozen inscription efficiency of the RNA molecule with a certain
liquid nitrogen. The sample was thawed on ice and ultracentrifugedfixed number of nucleotides (Kolakofsky et al., 1998)
at 100,000  g for 30 min before running SDS-PAGE or imagingargues for a fully associated RNA with the N proteins
experiment. (2) The N-P-RNA complex was dialyzed at pH 4.0, fol-
during transcription. lowed by dialysis at pH 7.5, and finally purified by gel filtration at
Interestingly, there are similarities between the pro- pH 7.5 (Green et al., 2000).
tein-to-protein contacts and the protein-to-RNA interac-
tions observed here for VSV, and those observed in a Electron Microscopy
Highly homogeneous N-RNA ring complexes were applied to freshlystudy by Martin-Benito et al. with an influenza A virus
glow-discharged carbon-coated 300 mesh Cu grids, and excessnucleoprotein-polymerase-RNA complex (Martin-Benito
solution was blotted before application of 5 l 2% uranyl acetateet al., 2001). Influenza is an orthomyxovirus which is
for 1 min. The stain was then blotted and the grids left to air dry.
characterized by a segmented genome of negative po- Images were recorded in a JEOL-1200EX electron microscope at
larity. Like VSV, the influenza nucleoprotein has a clear the accelerating voltage of 120kV and a magnification of 50,000 with
curvature, and when assembled into a disk-like oligomer minimum dose technique. It was essential to use a CCD camera to
examine the proper staining and the molecular contrast for selectingbound to RNA, showed a higher degree of protein-to-
the best regions for imaging. Images were recorded on Kodak SO-protein contact at one end of the disk (Martin-Benito et
163 negative films with exposure dose of ca. 15 e/A˚2. Films wereal., 2001). Although RNA was not observed in that study,
developed in full-strength Kodak D-19 for 12 min.
it was inferred that the associated end of the protein
disk was the location of the RNA. This was highly sup- Image Processing and Reconstruction
ported by the localization of viral polymerase to that end Negative films were screened with an optical diffraction apparatus,
and only images without drift and astigmatism were selected forof the disk in their reconstruction. Chemical modification
further processing. The films were digitized with a Nikon Supercoolexperiments have suggested that influenza virus nucleo-
scanner with a step size of 12.7 m, corresponding to 2.54 A˚ onprotein, like VSV, binds to the phosphate backbone of
a sample. Image processing was performed on SGI Fuel R14000RNA leaving the Watson-Crick bases accessible to the
computers. Spider (Frank et al., 1996) and EMAN (Ludtke et al.,
solvent (Baudin et al., 1994). In contrast to these similari- 1999) were used in combination for image processing and map
ties, there are two distinct differences between the nu- reconstruction. The defocus value for each image was first esti-
mated by fitting the zero positions in the calculated contrast transfercleoproteins from these two viruses. Influenza virus is
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function (CTF) with the Thon rings in the power spectra of the im- Green, T.J., Macpherson, S., Qiu, S., Lebowitz, J., Wertz, G.W., and
Luo, M. (2000). Study of the assembly of vesicular stomatitis virusages. The final defocus value and amplitude contrast ratio, approxi-
mately 20% for negatively stained sample, were calculated for each N protein: role of the P protein. J. Virol. 74, 9515–9524.
micrograph with Spider “TF DDF” function by fitting the theoretical Hayat, M.A. (1975). Positive Staining for Electron Microscopy (New
CTF curve with the rotationally averaged power spectrum. Particles York: Van Nostrand Reinhold).
were manually picked and CTF effect was corrected. The rotational
Iseni, F., Baudin, F., Blondel, D., and Ruigrok, R.W. (2000). Structuresymmetry of the N-RNA complex was determined by the multivariate
of the RNA inside the vesicular stomatitis virus nucleocapsid. RNAstatistical analysis of the particles in the top views. Initial models
6, 270–281.were built from the class-averaged top and side views with EMAN.
The structure was gradually improved by iterative refinement with Kolakofsky, D., Pelet, T., Garcin, D., Hausmann, S., Curran, J., and
Roux, L. (1998). Paramyxovirus RNA synthesis and the requirementmultiple-reference alignment between the models and the raw parti-
cle images. Particles of low correlation values with the references for hexamer genome length: the rule of six revisited. J. Virol. 72,
891–899.were rejected. The achieved resolution of the structure was esti-
mated by Fourier shell correlation of two maps calculated separately Ludtke, S.J., Baldwin, P.R., and Chiu, W. (1999). EMAN: semiauto-
from two halves of the final data set. mated software for high-resolution single-particle reconstructions.
J. Struct. Biol. 128, 82–97.
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